1048 Santee Street, Los
Angeles, CA 90015; 5th Floor

fdphotostudio.com/studio-rent/art-4/

+1 (213) 536-5631

Art 4
A corner studio with dark wood paneling, wooden blinds, and a sprawling 8-foot
marquee star.

Art 4 is a daylight corner photo studio for rent featuring large windows that face both southeast and southwest.
Custom wooden blinds partially obscure the big windows, giving you a fine degree of control over the light
streaming over the dark wood floor and wooden corner paneling. A 7-foot marquee star is featured
alongside this studio's stunningly versatile wooden accents. All of FD Photo Studio's offerings come with a
wide range of included equipment. You'll have access to makeup stations, free Wi-Fi, a mini-fridge, strobe
equipment, paper backdrops, and more. FD Photo Studio uses a unique hourly rental scheme, with both an
afforabdle one-hour rentals to splittable 12-hour block. FD Photo Studio does not require extra insurance, nor
do we require you to pay a deposit upfront. We want to collaborate with you on your next big project, and we
believe that kind of professional studio time should be accessible for everyone. Moreover, we want to make
your experience as pleasant and streamlined as possible. Make the most of your next photo shoot with Art
4, a gorgeous corner studio with a wooden floor, blinds, and corner highlights lit by big windows
facing both southeast and southwest.

Art 4

Art 4
Rental Rates
Monday - Friday

12 Hour Pack

4 Hour Pack

$44.99 /

25% Discount

hour

Total: $539

$54.99 /

8% Discount

hour

Total: $219

$49.99 /

23% Discount

hour

Total: $599

$59.99 /

7% Discount

8 Hour Pack

$49.99 /
hour

1 hour minimum

$59.99 /

8 Hour Pack

$54.99 /

Rent By Hour

16% Discount
Total: $399

hour

Saturday - Sunday

12 Hour Pack

4 Hour Pack

hour

Total: $239

hour

Rent By Hour
1 hour minimum

15% Discount
Total: $439

$64.99 /
hour

Included with each rent
100% Private Stage

No Insurance / Permits

3x Flash Units (Strobes)

Wireless Triggers

Paper Backdrops

2x Make-up Station

Sound System (AUX)

Free Wi-Fi

AC / Fan (14k BTU)

Mini Fridge (3.2 cu.ft.)

Art 4 - Floorplan

